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guidance
Introduction
The information in this appendix is taken by permission from:
•
•

Forestry Commission Operations Note 040. 2019. Assessment of potential wildfire risk
resulting from planned deforestation to an open habitat.
Forestry Commission. 2014. Building wildfire resilience into forest management planning.
Forestry Commission Practice Guide. Edinburgh: Forestry Commission.

This information is presented to sign-post examples of good practice and is not intended to replace
the original source documents which should be consulted prior to using these templates and
decision-making guidance.

Minimum requirements for wildfire planning
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Wildfire risk assessment
A wildfire risk assessment is an evaluation of the likelihood of a wildfire occurring and the severity of
damage it might cause if it does occur. The level of detail required will be proportionate to the level of
risk and will depend on the nature and extent of the forest or woodland and the type of operations
involved. The assessment may be a broad scale, map-based exercise for large forest areas, or a
more detailed matrix-based approach for small woodlands at very high risk.
If required, it is possible to quantify wildfire risk using the formula: 'Risk = Likelihood x Severity' and
the descriptions and scales in the tables below.
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Risk Analysis Template
Site Name:
FRS Site Code:

Date of assessment:
Landowner:

/

/

6 Figure Grid Reference:

Stage 1 – Priority setting
Who or what is at risk?
Priority 1 – Life:
Priority 2 – Property and Business:
Priority 3 – Environment:
Stage 2 – Habitat and species at risk
Habitat

Species

Risk Rating

Stage 3 – Summary of risk assessment of site, infrastructure & asset hazards (Appendix D)
Hazard

Control Measures (Existing and Additional)

Risk Rating

Control Measures(Existing and Additional)

Risk Rating

Stage 4 – Impact of public access
Access issues

Stage 5 – Site Risk Rating
Highest level of risk from Stage 3 and 4:
Stage 6 – Review setting
Date of next review:
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Wildfire Risk Assessment templates
Scoping Risk Assessment
Site Name:

Date of assessment:

FRS Site Code:

Landowner:

Step 1 - Hazard/s

Step 2 - Who or what can
be harmed?

(see Appendix E)

(See Stage 1 Priorities)

Step 3 - Initial Risk
L

Existing Control Measures

S

R

Step 4 – Additional Control
measures

Step 5 - Review Risk

Step 6

L

– Risk

S

R

Rating

Site characteristics
Climate and weather
Management and Training
Land management practices
Land management activities
Other hazard:
Infrastructure and Assets Hazards
Risk to Buildings
Risk to Transport
Risk to Wayleaves
Risk to Environment assets
Risk to Social assets
Risk to Economic assets
/

/

6 Figure Grid Reference:

Site Hazards

Step 7 - Review date:

/

/
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Full Risk Assessment
Site Name:

Date of assessment:

FRS Site Code:

Landowner:

Step 1 - Hazard/s

Step 2 - Who or what can
be harmed?

(see Appendix E)

(See Stage 1 Priorities)

Step 7 - Review date:

/

/

/

6 Figure Grid Reference:
Step 3 - Initial Risk
L

Existing Control Measures

S

R

Step 4 – Additional Control
measures

Step 5 - Review Risk

Step 6

L

– Risk

S

R

Rating

/
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Wildfire Hazard Checklist
Site Hazards
Risk

Description

Hazard
Potential for larger than medium scale wildfires

Site is over a hectare and/or there is sufficient surrounding area to cause a larger wildfire

Possibility of wildfires from adjacent land

Site is location next to species and habitats at high risk from wildfires and/or prescribed burning

ownership

operations that go out of control

Wildfires increase due to no natural protection

Site characteristics

Yes

Is the site vulnerability increased due to a lack of natural breaks and fire belts adjacent to or
within the site

Has topographical extreme fire behaviour

Site has topographical features (i.e. gullies, valleys or slopes) that increase the potential for

features

extreme fire behaviour

Unexploded ordnance (UXO)

Evidence or suspected evidence of unexploded ordnance on site

Poor accessibility for fire response

Site has poor access from the highway and/or has limited internal roads and rides and/or has
restrictive off road access to aid fire-fighting, orienteering and locating the fire

Site has a heavy and/or complex fuel loading

Site has sufficient vegetation fuel loading to cause extreme fire behaviour

Known site for deliberate and accident fires

Site has a history of past wildfires incidents (see fire reports from your local fire and rescue
service and your organisations records)

Climate and weather

Exposure to weather

Site is exposed to high winds, liable to changes in direction etc.

Increase wildfire potential due to drought and

Site has suffered a period of recent intermittent, sustained drought and/or heat waves

heat waves
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No

Risk

Description

Hazard
Management and

Yes

Poor fire training

Staff are not trained to respond to wildfire incidents or prescribed burning operations

Poor level of contingency planning

Site has no risk assessment, emergency and/or fire plan and/or control measures for vegetation
fires

Training
Poor site management planning

Site has no management plan and does not provide appropriate fire planning

Poor level of site management

Site is not actively / effectively managed (e.g. no vegetation management, firebreak cutting etc.)

No planning for prescribed fires

There is no management design and operational planning for prescribed fire operations in the
site management plan

Land management

Poor potential for early detection of wildfires

There is no or limited potential for detecting wildfires by the landowner, its users or the general
public

practices
Unmanaged site

Site has had no management undertaken for over 2 years

Use of inappropriate management practices

Such as the use of non/minimal intervention management. in woodlands

Poor on site prevention

Breaks and belt are not effective enough for the risks identified

Possible inappropriate ignition by machinery

Vehicles and equipment used for management are likely to ignite fine fuels? (i.e. inappropriate
vehicles, poor guarding of exhaust, build-up of fine fuels on equipment surfaces etc.)

Land management
activities

Poorly undertaken activities

There is poor implementation and maintenance of control measures (i.e. fire breaks)

Use of pyrotechnics and fire setting

Pyrotechnics and/or fire used on site for activities (i.e. tracer bullets, flares, fireworks, barbecues,
bonfires or brash burning)

Inappropriate prescribed burning operations

Operation has not been appropriately planned, staff are not training, undertaken during
inappropriate weather and season periods etc.
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No

Infrastructure and Assets Hazards
Risk

Description

Hazard

Yes

Risk to buildings
A thatched building/s is within 500m or adjacent to the site and can be impacted on by a
Buildings at high risk from vegetation fires

vegetation fire?
The building/s contain flammable / hazardous products or machinery within 500m or adjacent to
the site and can be impacted on by a vegetation fire?
The site has the potential to cause a life risk to the occupants of buildings
The property is in close proximity to vegetation (i.e. within 10m), especially ladder fuels adjacent

Residential,
Commercial and

Life risk from vegetation fires

Retail, Industrial

to the structure?
There are vulnerable persons or people (e.g. care home, hospital and retirement home) that
could be adversely impacted upon by vegetation fires (i.e. air pollution, heat radiation,

properties

evacuation and stress etc.)?
Evacuation

Would a vegetation fire result in an evacuation of people from adjacent buildings?

Disruption of commercial and/or industrial

The site has the potential to disrupt commercial or industrial businesses through a vegetation

businesses

fire?

Impact on food and tree crops

A vegetation fire would impact on timber, woodfuel and food crops

Impact on listed buildings and monuments

A vegetation fire would impact upon listed building and/or monument?
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No

Risk

Description

Hazard

Yes

Risk to transport
Flight Paths
Airport

Airport infrastructure

A vegetation fire would have an impact on airport flight path (i.e. smoke restricting visibility)?
A vegetation fire would have an impact on airport infrastructure (e.g. hangers, fuel tanks, runway
lighting)?

Adjacent road part of the strategic road

Fire or smoke would impact on Motorway and/or Truck Main road - A Road (T) adjacent to or within

network

500m of the site that could cause congestion?

Adjacent road not part of the strategic

Fire or smoke would impact on Non-Truck Main road - A Road and/or Secondary road (B road) adjacent

road network

too or within 500m of the site that could cause congestion?

Road classes and

History of smoke and/or fire impact on

There are records or reports of vegetation fires adjacent to road classes (i.e. Motorway, A or B roads)

infrastructure

road classes
Adjacent to road side services and

Fire or smoke would impact on service area or petrol stations adjacent to or within 500m of the site?

amenities
Smoke and/or fire reducing road users

Fire or smoke would impact on roadside furniture (e.g. Message / Sign Gantry (variable message sign),

and service providers visibility

CCTV cameras, road lightning etc.) adjacent to or within 500m of the site.

Adjacent train lines part of the rail

The site is adjacent to or within 500m of the rail network.

Railway

network

infrastructure

Smoke and/or fire reducing train driver

The site adjacent to or within 500m of railside furniture/infrastructure E.g. Message / Sign Gantry

visibility

(variable message sign), CCTV cameras, lightning etc.
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NO

Risk

Description

Hazard

Yes

Risk to transport (continued)
General road and
train infrastructure
hazards
Strategic impacts

Extreme fire behaviour due to

A fire would exhibit extreme fire behaviour adjacent to or within 500m of embankments

embankments
Smoke and/or fire restricting vision or

Fire and smoke impact on structures (e.g. bridges, barriers, underpasses, acoustic barrier, fences, surface

damaging structures

cabling etc.) adjacent to or within 500m of the site.

Delaying FRS

A vegetation fire (i.e. smoke and/or fire) would delay FRS response to incidents.

Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Fire, smoke and water media fire suppression would have an impact upon powerlines

Impact on wayleaves
powerlines
Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Fire, smoke and water media fire suppression would have an impact upon communications

communication
Vegetation fire would have an impact on
Underground and
Overground
Wayleaves

Fire, smoke and fire suppression would have an impact upon petrol lines

petrol lines
Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Fire, smoke and fire suppression would have an impact upon sewers

sewers
Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Runoff from a fire or fire suppression would adversely impact upon water quality from a water

water catchment areas

catchment areas (i.e. near reservoirs or Environment Agency defined zones)

Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Fire, smoke and fire suppression would have an impact upon water pipes?

water pipes
Vegetation fire would have an impact on

Fire, smoke and fire suppression would have an impact on wayleave infrastructure, such as sub stations,

wayleave infrastructure

maintenance buildings etc.?
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No

Risk

Hazard

Description

Public access

Is the site accessible by the public, especially during bank and school holidays (especially spring and
summer)?
Are there more than 10,000 visitors a year to the site?

Yes

Risk to social assets

Recreation and

Level of public access

Leisure
Accessibility

Does the site have Public Rights of Way (PRoW) adjacent too or across it?
Does Open Access Land (CRoW) or permissive access increase site risk?

Cultural
heritage

Heritage designations

Is there a risk to ancient monuments?

Aesthetic value

Landscape character

Is there a risk to National Park/s or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)?

Evacuation

Is there a risk of evacuation from adjacent properties?

Health

Is there a risk of ash/smoke causing respiratory illnesses (onsite and within 1km)?

Impact on sustainable natural resources

Would a fire impact on site food, timber and biofuel products and/or wind turbines/farms etc.?

Impact on Economic

Impact on sporting

Would a fire impact on sporting benefits?

Assets

Impact on tourism

Would a fire impact on tourism benefits?

Impact on neighbouring assets?

Would a fire have an impact upon neighbouring economic assets?

Health and wellbeing
Risk to economic assets

Risk to environmental assets
Nature conservation
Priority Habitats and

Impact on conservation, landscape and

Would fire impact on nature conservation, landscape and heritage designations (i.e. SSSI, SPA, SAC,

heritage assets?

Ramsar and SAM)?

Impact on priority species and habitats?

Would fire impact on Priority Habitats and Species?

Species
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No

Example wildfire risk assessment
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Stakeholders for wildfire planning
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Wildfire Response Plan
Wildfire response plans provide vital information to the fire and rescue services and other
responders in the event of a wildfire incident. This appendix sets out the information that
should be included in the response plan, which should include a fire map to illustrate key
locations and other geographical information. Fire maps are usually produced at 1:10
000 scale and use the standard symbols set out below*. The information provided in the
response plan will be used by the fire and rescue services to develop their own plans for
use in the event of a wildfire incident.
As well as the name of the site, the plan should contain the contact details of all the
people that may be required to provide information, make decisions or offer assistance
in the event of an incident including:
•
•
•

Key contact (forest or woodland owner or manager)
Insurance company
Fire and rescue service wildfire liaison officer

•

Trained forestry contractors.

The availability and location of fire-fighting and forestry equipment that might be of use in
responding to a wildfire incident should also be listed in the plan.

Wildfire response plans
should be regularly reviewed
to ensure they accurately
represent what exists on the
ground. Operations such
as felling and thinning will
affect vegetation structure
and fuel loadings.

Fire map information and standard symbols
Access and communications
Access points to the forest/woodland from the main road and key locations in the
forest/woodland that provide the best access to the main road/ride network.
Forest roads/tracks that can be used by fire appliances.
Forest tracks that can be used by off-road vehicles.
Forest tracks that can be used by all-terrain vehicles.
Passing place/hardstanding (solid black rectangle); turning point (open circle); dead end
(solid black circle).

W

Areas where radio and mobile phone communication are not possible due to poor
signal.
Signage and orientation features

'The
Warren'
VP: TV tower

Orientation p oints.
Local landmarks.
Vantage points.

Assembly/rendezvous points
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Locations that can accommodate vehicles and fire appliances without
obstructing access. Ideally this should be hardstanding on the main
forest road/ride network that can be used by the fire and rescue
services for:
•
Marshalling areas (e.g. car parks that can support a large number
of vehicles).
•
Harbour areas (e.g. areas that provide room for at least six fire
appliances).
•

Staging areas (e.g. areas that provide room for at least four fire
appliances).

*Note that not all of the fire map symbols apply to Northern Ireland.
Site hazards
Point hazard features (e.g. sub-stations).
Linear overground features (e.g. power lines).
Linear underground features (e.g. fuel pipelines).
Area features (e.g. areas of unexploded ordnance or boggy mires
unsuitable for vehicle access).
Fuel hazards
High-risk conifer (dark green solid); low-risk conifer (dark green crosshatch); broadleaves (light green hatch). High-risk heathland (purple
solid); low-risk heathland (purple hatch); grassland (yellow solid).
Priority protection areas
Buildings and other assets.
Designated sites.
Sacrificial areas. Areas that could be sacrificed to protect priority
features.
Water supplies
Hydrants.
Rivers and streams.
Lakes and fire ponds (with and without helicopter access).
Fire-dams: permanent (with/without helicopter access); temporary
(with/without helicopter access).
HVP

High-volume pump/hose network.
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An example fire map for the wildfire response plan.

Monk’s
Heath Wood
The
Warren

Warren
House

Warren
House

Fox
Covert
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